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Our Research
PMI Global Construction
Survey:
• Conducted September 2020
• 40,000+ PMP’s in Construction
industry
• Regions represented include
•
•
•
•
•
•

North America
LATAM
EMEA
India
China
APAC

72%
70%
40%
73%

Percent of participants
experience project delays
Always or Often
Percent of participants
experience scope creep
Always or Often
On average, participants
stated that 40% of projects
exceed original timelines.

Percent of projects
that end over budget.

For every $1b spent, $127m is wasted vs. $113m non-construction.
- Pulse 2020

Our Research
Q7 – Subject Matter relevance to team
The chart below is the list, in descending order, of the Subject
Matter areas that were voted as Extremely or Very relevant.

The Scope Triangle
Scope & Change Order Mgmt.
Communication
Contract Process
Health & Safety
Claims Dispute
Strategic Stakeholder Mgmt.
Construction Risk Mgmt.
Commissioning Planning
Fundamentals of Construction
Workface Planning
Tech in Construction
Material Mgmt.
Interface Mgmt.
Construction Environment
Sustainability
Lean
65%

70%

75%

80%

Participants were asked to choose 3 subject matter areas most
important to their role. The top 5 for each choice were as follows:

1st Choice:
• The Scope Triangle
• Strategic Stakeholder Mgmt.
• Interface Mgmt.
• Contract Process
• Material Mgmt.
2nd Choice:
• Effective Project Communication
• The Scope Triangle
• Scope and Change Order Mgmt.
• Contract Process
• Health & Safety

Extremely or Very relevant

60%

Q8 – Subject Matter most important in your role

85%

90%

3rd Choice:
• Scope & Change Order Mgmt.
• Construction Risk Mgmt.
• Effective Project Communication
• Commissioning Planning
• Construction Environment

* This analysis is filtered on the participants who have 5-15 years Construction Mgmt. experience

Our Research
Q9. What are the most important skills for you in your role today? (Select up to three)
Skill

This table lists the top five
skills that participants
voted as being most
important to their role.

This chart illustrates the
percentage of
participants who voted for
each skill as part of their
top 3 most important to
their role.

40%

% Voted in Top 3

Leadership

35%

Communication

31%

Cost Control

27%

Decision Making

24%

Contract Mgmt.

23%

Most Important Skills to your Role

30%
20%
10%
0%

* This analysis is filtered on the participants who have 5-15 years Construction Mgmt. experience

Participants were asked to choose 3 skills
most important to their role. The top 5 for each
choice were as follows:
1st Choice:
• Leadership
• Contract Mgmt.
• Scope Mgmt.
• Risk Mgmt.
• People Mgmt.
2nd Choice:
• Decision Making
• People Mgmt.
• Scheduling
• Time Mgmt.
• Stakeholder Mgmt.
3rd Choice:
• Communication
• Cost Control
• Critical Thinking
• Decision Making
• Scheduling

CONSTRUCTION
LANDSCAPE

The effects of COVID-19

1

The coronavirus outbreak might have reshaped the types of projects that will be built
for many years to come— hospitality, retail, and entertainment projects could be less
attractive, while infrastructure, transportation, and health care– related projects could
see more activity

2

An enhanced focus on worker safety could bring substantial change to current job
sites and help accelerate the industry’s move to off-site construction methods

3

Virtual meetings will likely be a new normal, as E&C firms are developing new tools to
streamline large client meetings, a crucial component in the process of creating
commercial projects

4

In addition, the coronavirus pandemic will likely nudge firms toward modularization
and prefabrication of components. Assembly line efficiency and the controlled
environment of a construction “factory floor” can bring cost savings with higher
efficiencies in labor productivity and shortened project schedules.

The effects of COVID-19

5

A digital supply network (DSN) is increasingly becoming a must-have for E&C firms.
With expected construction delays in the current pandemic, the efficient use of
resources, both human and material, can be essential.

6

Robots are helping many firms decrease their dependence on construction workers by
automating repetitive steps like bricklaying. The pandemic is pushing construction
companies to increasingly use drones for remote surveillance and inspection of
construction projects and to mitigate disruption in certain construction activities.

7

Artificial intelligence–based solutions offered by technology firms are helping many
E&C companies create a safe working environment. This is often accomplished by
tracking workers’ behavior and preventing accidents in real time.

Technology and digitization impact is growing in Construction
Technology
Only 18% of firms reported consistently using
mobile apps to access project data and
collaborate
63% of contractors are currently using
drones on their projects.
37% of contractors expect to adopt equipment
tagging by 2022
33% of contractors expect to use wearable
technology in the next three years
75% of construction companies use cloud storage

Digitization
95% of all data captured in construction and
engineering industry goes unused.
60% of construction firms do not have a
dedicated R&D budget
59% of companies state that their workforce
doesn’t have the skills needed to work with BIM
31% of contractors do not bid on projects
involving BIM
19% UK construction firms say that their projects
are entirely paper-based
38% of construction firms cite “lack of staff
to support the technology”

Construction Sub-sector Impact
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Largest Construction Companies by Revenue
The Top 7 companies are from China

$120B

$123B

$205B

$98B
$80B
$69B
$45B
$40B

Actividades de
Construcción y
Servicios
(Spain)

$45B

$40B

Daiwa House Industry
(Japan)

Vinci
(France)

Power
Construction
Company of
China
(China)

China Evergrande
Group
(China)

China
Communications C
onstruction
Company
(China)

Pacific
Construction
Group
(China)

China Railway
Construction
(China)

China Railway
Engineering
Group
(China)

China State
Construction
Engineering
(China)

44,947

132,583
210,345

125,526

124,457

293,884

192,282

453,635

Note: Figures represent Revenue in Billions (top) and Number of Employees (bottom) of each company.

282,256
335,038

Construction Landscape
Top 3 largest construction companies in the regions

$B

China

1. China State Construction Engineering
2. China Railway Engineering Group
3.
China Railway Construction

Europe

1. Vinci (France)
2. Actividades de Construcción y Servicios (Spain)
3.
Bouygues (France)

APAC

1. Daiwa House Industry (Japan)
2. Samsung C&T (South Korea)
3.
Obayashi (Japan)

NAm

1. Bechtel
2. AECOM
3.
Fluor

LATAM

1. Odebrecht (Brazil)
2. OAS SA (Brazil)
3.
Carmargo Correa (Brazil)

India

1. Larsen and Toubro
2. Reliance Infrastructure
3.
GMR Group

MENA

1. Arabtec Holding PJSC (UAE)
2. SBG (Saudi Arabia)
3.
Orascom Group (Egypt)

SSA

1. WBHO Construction (South Africa)
2. Raubex (South Africa)
3.
Julius Berger (Nigeria)
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Addressable Market for Construction Managers estimated 29-35 mil
Total Construction Industry Employment Stats per Region

Construction Management Employment Stats per Region

Construction Management Employment Stats are based market research data and estimates where information not available.

McKinsey
Report
The next normal in
Construction.
The Nine Shifts
“We expect a set of nine
shifts to radically change
the way construction is
done. Companies that can
adjust their business
models stand to benefit
handsomely, while others
may struggle to survive.”
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McKinsey Findings on Construction
Construction is the biggest industry in the world,
and yet, even outside of crises, it is not performing
well. The ecosystem represents 13% of
global GDP, but construction has seen a meager
productivity growth of 1% annually for the past two
decades.
From 2014 to 2019, private-equity firms raised
more than $388 billion to fund infrastructure
projects, including $100 billion in 2019 alone, a
24% increase from 2018
McKinsey analysis found that $69.4 trillion in
global infrastructure investment would be
needed through 2035 to support expected GDP
growth and that every third global urban
household cannot afford a decent place to live at
market prices.

Skilled-labor shortages have become a major issue in
several markets, and retirements will drain talent. For
example, about 41% of the current US construction
workforce is expected to retire by 2031
Construction-related spending accounts for 13% of global
GDP

Typical schedule overrun of 20% for large
construction projects

Construction projects have become increasingly
complex, with a growing share of megaprojects that are
above $1 billion

CONSTRUCTION
INITIATIVE

Our Partners: Expert Panel Interest

Global Industry Forum
Purpose

Involvement

The intent of the Global Construction Industry Leaders Forum is to bring
together representatives from the world’s leading construction
companies to:
1. Develop a network of Global Construction companies to discuss the
challenges experienced and identify new techniques and standards to be
employed in the construction industry
2. Nominate members of their organization to participate in an expert panel
to design and stress test the development of the content for the Global
Construction Management Course

•
•
•
•

Purpose

This forum will be a 2 hour event which will be initially hosted as a
virtual event.
Active participation in discussing the hottest topics in the construction
industry
Request to author thought leadership articles which will feed into this
forum
Collaboration outside of the forum as appropriate and desired to
identify and define areas to improve the industry

Involvement

Opportunity

Outcomes

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Networking opportunity to meet like-minded experts from
some of the world’s leading companies to shape the industry
Collaborate and share ideas on the pain points and solutions to
help create a better construction environment
Challenge thought leadership and develop global leading
strategies
Challenge market trends and conditions
Industry recognition from being involved in the forum
Creation of an organic networking organization where people can
connect with each other and build a network

Structure
•

•
•
•
•

The Global Construction Industry Leaders Forum will be an
alliance structure, allowing individuals to attend freely. The
community will comprise of events, webinars, guest speakers
and networking opportunities
PMI Leader: Ben Breen
FTI Leader: Ian Duncan / Alwin Magimay
Facilitator: Rotating known host
Participants: Construction Industry Leaders

Opportunity

Global Construction
Industry Leaders
Forum
Terms of Reference

Outcomes

•
•

Structure

Operating Principles

Thought provoking articles and points of view
Detailed webinars and networking events
Knowledge exchange with industry peers
Common industry pain points and solutions identified and
understood
Industry champions for change and adoption of new ways of
working
Embrace change with enthusiasm

Operating Principles
•
•
•
•
•

Frequency: Quarterly
Scheduling: The forum will be scheduled in advance. Any
changes will be notified 3 days in advance
Location: Virtual round table to start, moving to a physical
meeting when possible
Agenda: To be circulated 3 weeks in advance of the next forum
Confidentiality: An NDA will be signed by all participants

PMI Construction Program Structure

PMI is focused on codesigning 7 courses with the Expert Panel
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Effective Communications – Testing Feedback
Customer
Satisfaction
Score

“Well presented”
82%

“I think the material is
interesting and informative”
Lead Construction Project Manager,
PMP.

Agreement that
the content is
relevant to them

Likely to
Recommend to
Colleagues

96%

“I really liked the content, and I
can see clear take away for
anyone going through this
training”

Agreement that
the learning is
visually
appealing

91%

“It needed more graphics
in a customized way”
Senior Consultant Engineer,
PMP.

Project Manager, Specialist Contractor,
PMP

86%

“Overall the content looks good
and I believe was something
missing in the E&C sector”
Project Manager, Specialist Contractor,
PMP

Agreement that
there are
learning
takeaways

96%

“Love the idea of being
able to save a template,
example for future use”
Senior Project Manager, Home
Builder, PMP.

Effective Communications – Testing Feedback
Customer
Satisfaction
Score

83%

“This section is too good. I
cannot see how it could be
improved in terms of contents
and visuals. But more
questions (Quiz) would be
better”
General Contractor Manager, PMP.

Agreement that
the content is
relevant to them

Likely to
Recommend to
Colleagues

100%

“I think the content was straight
to the point and mixture of
colouring in the presentation
purposeful and appealing”

Agreement that
the learning is
visually
appealing

100%

“This section has better
aesthetics and interactive
ways to engage the
course taker”
General Contractor Manager,
PMP

Lead Construction Project Manager,
PMP.

“I guess it is very good”
92%

Senior Consultant Engineer, PMP.

“I think this was a well
presented course”
Lead Construction Project Manager,
PMP.

Agreement that
there are
learning
takeaways

100%

“You could add more
PDF’s because the
content is very good and
the student could have a
mini cheat sheet”
Senior Project Manager, General
Contractor, PMP.

DRAFT OF COURSE SYLLABUS SCOPE

7 JULY 2021
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Proposed Course Overview:

MicroCredential

1 of 4

Pain Point:

Ineffective communication leads to confusion,
frustration and distrust amongst key stakeholders
across the various contracting parties. At a local level,
ineffective communication impacts worker morale
and productivity.

Pain Point:

Scope and
Change Order
Mgmt.

Due to changing project requirements, this creates
downstream rework and waste. This leads to scope
creep which leads to financial loss.
Putting in place robust scope management practices
either to facilitate effective change or eliminate
unnecessary changes will help ensure projects deliver
upon their intended outcomes.
Infrastructure and construction professionals struggle
to recognise and effectively manage scope creep and
change orders with stakeholders which causes
significant waste, disputes and financial loss

Learning Objectives:

Learning Outcomes:

Learning Objectives:

Learning Outcomes:

• Understand the importance of effective communication
• Recognize the components of a project communication
plan and how to appropriately scale them
• Identify the key communication activities and capture in
the strategy & plan
• Use a communication plan to keep projects on track
• Use commitment-based management to drive effective
action and communication within a construction project
• Use OBEYA to drive more effective communication
• Learn listening techniques (to understand and appreciate
cultural differences) to minimize miscommunication
• Use collaboration tools and technology

• Learn to focus on project performance outcomes, how
outcomes are formulated and understanding the
conditions of satisfaction from the project outset. 
• Understand that when change occurs professionals should
relate back to the project mission.
• Understand the scenarios when scope change can’t be
accommodated on an engineering and construction
project and knowing when to say “no”.
• Introduce scope evaluation tools and describe the
benefits of adopting them.
• Understanding the difference between a contractual
change order(CCO) and a project deviation notice(PDN).
• Introduce stakeholder management concepts and
processes to support scope development & management
• Understand how to design a blueprint scope, governance,
and change order process that works for your project.
• Understand how A3 thinking can be used to evaluate
project changes
• Introduce governance practices throughout the project

As a result of participating in Effective Communication,
Construction Professionals will be able to:
• Write a communication strategy and plan (Setup, and
use as a live documentation throughout the
Construction Lifecycle)
• Increase stakeholder buy-in and influencing without
authority
• Facilitate OBEYA sessions to create a way of working
to build collaboration
• Understand and apply the principles of commitmentbased management to drive clarity, purpose and
decisive action in construction projects

As a result of participating in Scope & Change Order
Management, Construction Professionals will be able to:
• Understand scope clearly and when it is appropriate
to negotiate new terms/scope.
• Identify CCO and PDN on engineering and
construction projects and know how to deal with
them.
• Recognise when a detailed scope document has gaps
or is comprehensive to deliver upon the project
mission.
• Create effective change order processes and
governance to enable more agility in the
management of large engineering and construction
projects.
• Recognize the benefits to adopting value engineering
and cost benefit analysis to manage scope.
• Know when its appropriate to use scope evaluation
tools to ensure scope completeness and accuracy.
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Proposed Course Overview:

MicroCredential

2 of 4

Pain Point:

The complex nature of managing large scale projects
results in inherent risk of poor performance, low
margins, disputes and quality. Interface management
brings in a multi disciplinary framework to manage
complexity in large scale projects.
Interface Mgmt.

Pain Point:

Projects are setup with metrics that drive the wrong
behaviours and Performance Measurement often
doesn’t have a standardized process. Data entered
into systems is often poor resulting in poor metrics
and readings.
Materials management is mismanaged which results
in high costs, inefficiencies in the supply chain and
ultimately project delays.

Learning Objectives:

Learning Outcomes:

Learning Objectives:

Learning Outcomes:

• Understand the need for Interface Management in E&C projects
and the key benefits that the implementation of effective
Interface Management brings.
• Identify and apply the important principles and proper timing, to
guide the implementation of IM.
• Gain an understanding into classifying the different interfaces
and learn how to establish and plan ahead what are all the
interface points (IPs).
• Understand the industry leading frameworks and systems for
implementing Interface Management
• Understand the skills necessary to effectively manage interfaces.
• Understand and learn how to develop the skills and capabilities
necessary to manage interfaces.
• Understand the importance of detailing the project strategy for
Performance Measurement, defining the key inputs and outputs.
• Learn about the importance of setting up metrics and KPIs that
drive the right behaviours and the process of selecting and using
the right metrics and KPIs.
• Understand the Performance Measurement process including the
critical stages and what management tools techniques are
required.
• Understand tools and techniques to foster open cultures.
• Understand the different stages of the materials management
lifecycle and describe the best practices to allow you to plan
efficiently.
• Assess and determine the impact of critical path and lead times in
material management and the methods for quantity planning,
budgeting and estimation.
• Understand and apply best practices for ordering and managing
materials in project construction phase
• Leverage the new and emerging industry trends, such as
prefabricates or modularization to apply best practices.

As a result of participating in Interface Mgmt.,
Construction Professionals will understand the
complexity involved in running large scale, multi
stakeholder projects and have the expertize to
implement interface management to resolve
communication gaps, reduce risks and deliver
large projects successfully.

As a result of participating in Performance
Management, Construction Professionals will be
understand how to develop a strategy for
Performance Measurement and the core metrics
and KPIs to monitor and measure performance
on projects. Professionals will also be able to
efficiently plan all stages of the material delivery
process and will gain an insight into the benefits
associated with effective materials management.
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Proposed Course Overview:

MicroCredential

3 of 4

Pain Point:

• Construction projects struggle as a result of poor
economics, poor early design and inefficient
project packaging.
• Projects at a local level require significant
coordination and communication. The lack of
effective management using Lean Last Planner
System causes project delays, increased cost and
project inefficiencies.
• Poorly planned pre commissioning results in
projects moving into the maintenance phase ill
prepared and results in additional downstream
costs and project outcomes not realized.

Learning Objectives:

• Describe the concept of Workface Planning
• Apply Workface Planning to a project
• Describe the concept of Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
and the Work Packages (IWPs, EWPs, CWPs, PWPs, TWPs)
• Apply Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and Work
Packages to a project.
• Overview and understanding of the five levels of LPS and
how they are inter-related
• Understand the need for reliability on projects and how
LPS produces it
• Understand the need to reduce variation in workflow and
how LPS supports this
• An awareness of the basic mechanics of the five
conversations of LPS

Learning Outcomes:

As a result of participating in Execution Planning,
Construction Professionals will be able to break down
construction work (by trade) into discrete installation
work packages (IWPs) that completely describe/cover
the scope of work for a given project. Construction
Professionals will learn a method that construction
project managers can effectively use to competently
plan and manage their project. Finally, Construction
Professionals will be able to prepare, update & maintain
the relevant Commissioning schedules through contact
with Company & Contractors Commissioning Teams,
using logic network planning (Critical Path Method or
CPM), and the Project Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
as appropriate.

• Describe and differentiate between Pre-Commissioning,
Commissioning and Start Up Planning
• Compose and construct plans for each stage
• Develop tools, techniques, practices and processes to
efficiently and effectively transition to
operations/maintenance stage
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Proposed Course Overview:

MicroCredential

4 of 4

Pain Point:

Learning Objectives:

Learning Outcomes:

Pain Point:

Learning Objectives:

Learning Outcomes:

• There is a lack of mutual understanding of the different
contract clauses and the contract process often operates
in silos.
• During the contracting and tendering process contractors
will underbid competitors in order to secure the contract.
Often, contracts fail in the beginning half because they
haven’t done their research.
• Poor understanding of risks and prioritization can result in
project failure.
• Risk registers need to be used throughout and not put on a
shelf after project start-up
• Project organizations may not have the right tools to
manage risk effectively on projects.
• The industry has a culture where clients and contractors
enter a contract with the intention of it ending in dispute.
• Claims can be reduced on E&C projects if the correct
planning, governance and risk practices are put in place.
• In certain cases claims can’t be avoided, the key is knowing
how to manage the issues with a standardized process
focusing on early resolution.

The construction industry lags other industries in terms of
innovation and technology adoption. Whilst this is improving,
the productivity benefits associated with technology will solve
some of the inefficiencies and lack of productivity within the
industry.

• Understand the different stages and activities of the
contract lifecycle and best practices for
implementation.
• Understand the different delivery methods, strategies
and contract structures used in the industry.
• Gain an understanding of the different risk
classifications and prioritization process.
• Understand the Risk Management Framework and
how the process of Risk Management is integrated
into the lifecycle.
• Gain an understanding of the Risk Management tools
and techniques to improve Risk Management.
• Understand the common causes of claims and the
difference between variation orders and contractual
claims.
• Learn about the methods and strategies used to
reduce claims and disputes.
• Learn about the different dispute resolution
techniques and how a standardized claims process
works.

• Understanding the key trends in Data & Technology
within the construction industry
• Recognizing the benefits that advancements in
Technology will bring to the industry
• Recognizing the barriers that construction companies
face when implementing IT solutions
• Understand technology implementation and adoption
strategies

As a result of participating in Contract & Risk
Management, Construction Professionals will gain
knowledge in the basics of Construction Contracts,
have the expertize to critically risk assess projects
throughout the project lifecycle, and will be better
equipped to manage contracts, both pre project and in
project which will reduce the number and risk of
disputes and claims upon completion. Other skills
learned include compensation strategies.

As a result of participating in Technology in
Construction, Construction Professionals will be able to
understand the benefit of becoming an adopter of
technology i.e. Gain visibility across the entire supply
chain and respond quickly to changing market
conditions.
Construction Professionals will be able to scope and
design technology and digital requirements for a
construction program.
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Program Goals: Transform the Built Environment
Industry by…

Reducing cost
overruns

Delivering
better outcomes

Increasing
productivity and
competency of
practioners

Ensuring
Continuous
Development of
Talent Pool
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THANK YOU

